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Spatial Frequency Domain Imaging (SFDI) is a wide-field optical technique that utilizes spatially 

modulated selective wavelengths of light to probe biological tissue. Diffuse reflected light from the sample is 

compared to a table of values, extracted from a photon propagation simulation, to correlate experimental data to 

optical properties (absorption, scattering). The decoupling of absorption from scattering across multiple wavelengths 

allows for quantified chromophore content estimation within tissue. Biological chromophores are often associated 

with physiologic mechanisms and are key to quantifying disease progression.  

Exploration and verification of novel clinical utility of SFDI is essential for the potential benefit to medical 

outcomes of a variety of disease states and for adoption of the technology. In this work, the chromophore 

hemoglobin is used as a key metric for perfusion quality including total blood content in a region of interest and 

oxygen saturation. We aimed to test this technique in two new applications to add to the growing list of clinical 

research. Presented in this paper is a brief overview of SFDI, perfusion reactivity analysis of microneedle treatment, 

and a pilot study utilizing SFDI to analyze diabetic and neuropathic feet in several postural positions. Results from 

each previously mentioned use case indicate potential sensitivity to physiologic mechanisms such as pressure 

induced vasodilation, blood pooling, and vascular dysregulation. Additional research into postural regulation effects 

on perfusion of the diabetic foot is recommended as this pilot study indicated potential for neuropathic damage 

detection through perfusion metrics.
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CHAPTER 1 

Spatial Frequency Domain Imaging Background and Principles 

 The following chapter is organized as an introduction into SFDI considering, the process of hardware 

selection, data acquisition, analysis steps in detail, and relevant data output.  

Background 

 Optical imaging techniques are important in medicine already comprising 64% of all medical imaging 

expenditures globally.1 Optical systems mitigate radiation exposure. Spatial Frequency domain imaging (SFDI) is an 

optical technique with ~ 1 mm resolution used to quantify physiological tissue parameters such as tissue perfusion 

via oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin with no hazardous radiation. SFDI uses spatially projected patterns enabling the 

extraction of absorption and scattering coefficients within sampled tissue volumes.  These optical coefficients are 

then correlated with chromophore concentrations (absorption) or structural changes (scattering) within the sampled 

tissue to give valuable physiologic information. Quantified tissue chromophore values from SFDI have proven 

useful for many medical applications including burn severity classification,2,3 vascular assessment,4,5,6 and surgical 

guidance7,8. In the following chapters we will explore the basic principles of SFDI and two applications for SFDI: 

microneedle treatment analysis and diabetic perfusion quantification. 

 

Overview 

Spatial frequency domain imaging relies on the detection of variation in the modulation transfer function 

incurred by the sample. The use of spatial projections allows for selectivity in average photon depth where 

increasing spatial frequency decreases average photon depth in tissue.9 This in combination with selected 

wavelengths allow for combinations of system specifications to increase accuracy for desired goals such as the use 

of short wavelengths of visible light in conjunction with higher spatial frequencies (0.2/mm) for superficial tissue 

quantification targeting melanin concentration. SFDI techniques allow for many potential medical applications to be 

studied at a low-cost. 

 An overview of SFDI data collection and analysis is provided below (Fig. 1) is taken from the 2019 SFDI 

review article.10 To begin data collection a light source (LED or LASER) creates a desired wavelength of light 

which interfaces with a patterning device (DMD or projector). This projected DC or AC (spatial frequency) pattern 

of photons diffuses into the tissue then returns to the associated camera for detection. The detected raw values are 
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demodulated (Fig. 2) and calibrated (Eq. 1) relative to a tissue mimicking phantom with known optical properties. 

Demodulating and calibrating the collected values returns the tissue response as deviation from the projected pattern 

alongside diffuse reflectance of the sample. This variation of light is the modulation transfer function imparted onto 

the projection by the tissue sample (S-MTF). Then the estimated diffuse reflectance at two spatial frequency points 

is compared to pre-simulated look-up tables (LUT) to estimate absorption and scattering coefficients. Finally, the 

estimated absorption at each desired wavelength is used with the inverse Beer-Lambert law (Eq. 4) to approximate 

chromophore concentrations. These chromophore concentrations may then be correlated to disease tissue or reported 

back to clinicians as a diagnostic tool. 

 

Figure 1: SFDI system data collection and analysis pathway overview. Adapted from Ref. 1. 

Hardware Considerations 

 Wavelength Selection. SFDI uses wavelengths of light in the visible (400-650 nm), near-infrared (650-

1000nm) and short-wave infrared (SWIR 1000-2500nm). The wavelength of light used is dependent in part on both 

the penetration depth and the tissue chromophores to be quantified. Sampling depth in SFDI is correlated with the 

spatial frequency of projected light, wavelength of light, and optically active tissue absorbers and scattering 

structures. Increasing spatial frequency reduces sampling depth due to turbid media acting as a low-pass filter.11 

Sampling depth varies across sample types due to chromophore absorption and scattering spectra which depends on 
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the physiological region being sampled. For example, skin has lower penetration in the NIR region than brain or 

breast tissue.12 

Some of the commonly quantified chromophores are oxyhemoglobin (HbO2), deoxyhemoglobin (HHb), 

lipids, water, and melanin. Each of these chromophores have known absorption spectra over a wide range of 

wavelengths. Selecting the desired wavelengths to match with substantial changes in chromophore absorption 

spectra allows for extraction of concentration within tissue which will be discussed later in this chapter. 

Wavelengths between 650-1000nm are often selected to distinguish HbO2 and HHb due to an inversion in 

absorption called an isosbestic point. This allows a linear combination of the two chromophores to estimate 

concentration.12 

 Light emitting diodes (LED) and light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation (LASER) are the 

two most common SFDI light sources. Generally, the benefit of coherence that LASER systems provide is mitigated 

due to the diffuse nature of tissue samples. However, the tunability and collimating properties of some LASER light 

does mitigate the need for other hardware such as multiple LEDs for multiple wavelengths or collimating lens. 

 Digital Micromirror Device / Projector. To project the spatially modulated light onto a sample surface 

there must be a component to create the pattern of designated spatial frequency. Two commonly used methods are 

digital light projectors (DLP) and digital micromirror devices (DMD). DLP’s have two primary downsides relative 

to DMDs, increased cost and limited use to three wavelengths. This results in DMD systems to be more versatile 

allowing a wide spectrum of wavelengths custom chosen for the diffuse imaging system.13 Following the 

collimation of light (if using LEDs) it reflects off a programmed DMD which creates spatial frequency patterns, 

depending on the projection scheme wanted, several phases of the pattern may also be created by this DMD.  

 Camera. SFDI relies on accurate photon counts reflecting from the sample surface, as such the quality and 

specification of the camera is highly valuable. Detected photons of background noise and unwanted light collection 

will be accounted for during the processing calibration step. However, the calibration step relies on the instrument 

response function (IRF) to remain constant between the calibration data set collection and every sample collection. 

Sensitivity to unwanted external variables such as unused wavelengths of light may cause data error. Camera 

spectral sensitivity must be considered to maintain high sensitivity to the spectrum of light used for data collection.  
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Data Processing 

Demodulation 

Following image collection, spatial frequency images at three phases 0, 120, 240 degrees are converted into 

a single image. Single pixel and single snapshot (multipixel) demodulation are two common methods for 

accomplishing this step. Single pixel is known for the benefit of higher image quality and resolution but requiring 

rapid sequential image collections. Single snapshot (multipixel) has the benefit of reduced data collection but at the 

cost of image quality relative to single pixel.  

 

Figure 2: Demodulation techniques: Single and Multi-pixel demodulation where single-pixel demodulation relies 

on three phase shifted frames and the analytical formula presented in Fig. 3. Multi-pixel relies on a Fourier 

transform of a row of pixels to extract amplitude modulation. 

 

During this research single pixel, three phase demodulation is used and an example of its process is shown 

in (Fig. 3). Each pixel at a given spatial frequency and wavelength goes through the shown equation to find the MAC 

or amplitude modulation of the sample. If the resultant combined image has remaining phase lines an error in 

hardware or deviation during data collection likely occurred. 
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Figure 3: Example of single pixel demodulation at three phases and the output from the presented equation for 

amplitude modulation. 

Calibration 

 Calibration is the mathematical step in which the instrument response function (IRF) is removed from a 

data set. To find the IRF, a dataset of equal wavelength and spatial frequency is collected on a sample of a tissue-

mimicking reference phantom with known optical properties. It is important that the lighting environment remains 

stable between phantom data collection and sample collection, or ambient noise will not be accounted for during 

calibration. The reference dataset is then demodulated giving the resultant reference phantom amplitude modulation 

𝑀𝐴𝐶, 𝑟𝑒𝑓. Phantom amplitude modulation alongside illumination intensity and a photon propagation model of the 

reference phantom optical properties approximates the modulation transfer function of the system 𝑀𝑇𝐹𝑆𝑌𝑆. In the 

spatial frequency domain, a simple division of the sample amplitude modulation 𝑀𝐴𝐶,𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 by the reference 

phantom amplitude modulation 𝑀𝐴𝐶, 𝑟𝑒𝑓 multiplied by predicted diffuse reflectance 𝑅𝑑, 𝑟𝑒𝑓. 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙  yields sample 

diffuse reflectance (Eq. 1).  

 

Model Inversion (Look Up Table) 

Monte Carlo Simulation. To extract optical properties with SFDI a simulation must be completed relating 

diffuse reflectance at two spatial frequencies to a simulated optical property set. These simulations are completed 

using a technique called “Monte Carlo” modeling of a diffuse medium. In this simulation photons are sent into a 

medium of designated absorption, scattering, anisotropy, and reflective index values relevant to biological tissue. 

The resulting light reflected from the simulated medium allows the calculation of diffuse reflectance as shown in Eq. 

1. Where MAC,sample is the modulation in the sample data, MAC,ref  is the modulated value of the known optical 

property data, and Rd,ref.model is the corresponding diffuse reflectance for the known optical properties of the phantom. 
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This relationship between diffuse reflectance and optical properties is how we calculate absorption and scattering 

coefficients for sample tissues.  

 (1) 

Optical Property Estimation. Following calibration, diffuse reflectance of the sample at two spatial 

frequencies and wavelength is searched in a pre-simulated data table (Fig. 4 & 5). Inputting 𝑅𝑑, 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒  at two spatial 

frequencies into a five-dimensional data cube (𝑅𝑑, 𝐴𝐶 , 𝑅𝑑, 𝐷𝐶 , 𝑓𝑥, µ𝑎 , µ𝑠′) finds an intersection point yielding predicted 

absorption and scattering coefficients. This is then repeated at every wavelength within the sample dataset resulting 

in absorption and scattering coefficients for a wavelength spectrum which will be used in chromophore estimation. 

 

Figure 4: Planar (fx=0/mm) Look Up Table 

𝑅𝑑,𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 =
𝑀𝐴𝐶,𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

𝑀𝐴𝐶, 𝑟𝑒𝑓
∗ 𝑅𝑑, 𝑟𝑒𝑓. 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 
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Figure 5: AC signal (fx=0.1/mm) Look Up Table 

Chromophore Fitting. The Beer-Lambert law is the overarching principle behind chromophore 

concentration estimates during SFDI analysis. This law relates absorbance of a sample to transmittance and further 

elaborates to comparing absorbance with molar extinction coefficients, molar concentration values, and optical path 

length. An example of varied absorbance can be seen below (Fig. 6) measured through a cuvette of known optical 

path length (width of cuvette). This correlation between molar extinction coefficients, molar concentration values 

and absorbance allows for solving the inverse problem to estimate molar concentration values from absorption. 

 

Figure 6: Three cuvettes with differing absorption values seen with fluorescence emission. Adapted from: 

https://www.edinst.com/blog/the-beer-lambert-law/ 

https://www.edinst.com/blog/the-beer-lambert-law/
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Figure 7:  Examples of optical interactions influencing emergent beam intensity.  Adapted from 

https://microbiologynote.com/beer-lambert-law/. 

One limitation for the Beer-Lambert law is its ability to estimate values in highly scattering regimes due to 

inference with the observed absorption. (Fig. 7) Therefore, scattering effects must be separated from sample data to 

isolate absorption coefficients for use in the inverse Beer-Lambert law. In addition to scattering effects background 

noise and reflection elements are accounted for using a calibrating optical phantom which allows isolation of the 

absorption of light. Following estimation of absorption and scattering coefficients the Beer-Lambert law may be 

used with known extinction coefficients of chromophores to calculate concentration as shown in Eq. 3. Where 𝜇𝑎 is 

the absorption coefficient for a specific chromophore, C is the molar concentration of chromophore, and 휀 is the 

known molar extinction coefficient for the designated chromophore. Using multiple sampled wavelengths in a linear 

combination, tissue molar chromophore concentrations can be estimated to identify oxy/deoxy-hemoglobin, lipids, 

water, and melanin. As previously mentioned, the wavelength selection for SFDI analysis is very important to 

maximize accuracy of chromophore estimates.  These two wavelengths are selected to maximize the difference in 

absorption coefficient between oxy-hemoglobin and deoxy-hemoglobin. This relies on the concept of an isosbestic 

point which is a specific wavelength where absorbance of multiple substances crosses over to invert the previous 

relationship. In this case at the lower 650nm wavelength deoxygenated hemoglobin has a higher extinction 
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coefficient and by extension a higher absorption. Following the isosbestic point at 800nm, oxygenated hemoglobin 

has a higher absorption at 850nm. (Fig. 8) 

 

  (2) 

      (3) 

 

Figure 8: Oxy/Deoxy-Hemoglobin extinction spectra. Adapted from Ref. 18. 

Data Error 

 When using SFDI as a technique it is important to be aware of potential sources of error and the potential 

impact on chromophore concentration estimates. SFDI requires many baseline assumptions for both look up table 

generation and data collection. In this section we will review an excellent publication on error in SFDI techniques.14 

Look Up Table Generation Error  

𝜇𝑎(𝜆) = ln(10) ∗ ∑휀(𝜆) ∗ 𝐶 

C =
𝜇𝑎(𝜆)

ln(10)∗∑ 𝜀(𝜆)
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During creation of look up tables (LUT) using Monte-Carlo simulation many variables must be defined 

with impactful assumptions. Inputs into Monte-Carlo simulations are absorption coefficient, scattering coefficient, 

anisotropy, and refractive index. Anisotropy describes the asymmetry in the scattering phase function during photon 

interaction and direction that photon may continue in. A widely used value for anisotropy for biological tissue is 0.9 

which indicates a largely forward directionality during scattering events.2,3,15,16 Incorrect values of anisotropy in 

simulation may lead to substantial error in reduced scattering and absorption coefficients. This error is increased in 

lower scattering regimes of reduced scattering coefficients of 0.5-1 (mm-1). Simulations deviating anisotropy by 0.1 

from true tissue value may incur error of up to 10% at reduced scattering coefficients of 0.5 (mm-1). 

Refractive index selection for Monte-Carlo simulation is typically centered around a value of 1.4. A range 

of values is often considered depending on tissue and wavelength selection where 1.35<n<1.5. Within this range, 

simulation errors in absorption and scattering coefficients are almost linearly proportional to the difference in 

refractive index from true refractive index of sample. For example, simulating a value of 1.45 while the true tissue 

sample value is 1.4 will result in a 5% error in optical property extraction. 

 Absorption and scattering are a baseline axis where data simulation density is the primary consideration. 

For example, if a data value falls between two absorption simulation values interpolation is needed. Increasing 

computing speeds and optimizations within Monte Carlo simulations allow step sizes between absorption and 

scattering values to be small due to an increased number of simulations. Such step sizes for absorption coefficient 

simulations are often as small as 0.0005/cm and scattering coefficient step sizes of 0.01-0.02.  Several methods for 

extracting absorption and scattering coefficients from diffuse reflectance have been theorized, each with benefits. 

Interpolation of two diffuse reflectance values into a 4D data cube is a common method relying on a series of 

moderate step size simulations of absorption and scattering coefficient combinations.17 This technique of 

interpolating to adjacent known optical properties has the primary benefit of reducing simulation processing during 

creation of the LUT. Another technique is a hyper-dense linear LUT to rapidly estimate absorption and scattering 

without computationally taxing interpolation processes labeled “Linear Rd”. With this dense linear method 

absorption and reduced scattering coefficients values are found with rounding to adjacent data points.17 Finally, a 

third method of fitting the simulated data sets to an analytical function is shown below labeled 2-D Fit. (Fig. 9) In 

this method diffuse reflectance values are evaluated with the analytical function modeling the optical property data. 
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Estimation of optical properties in this technique occurs rapidly much akin to the dense linearized LUT however, 

minor error up to 4% is associated with this analytical technique.14 

 

Figure 9: LUT protocols: black arrows indicate data flow for each technique and white arrows indicate additional 

steps in LUT creation processing. Adapted from Ref. 17  

Experimental Error 

Within a real data set there are numerous potential sources of error, in this section more consistent 

quantitative examples of error are presented. Quantified errors presented are projection boundary effects, binning of 

data, height calibration deviation, and spatial frequency projection error. Notable errors that will not be quantified 

are effects of movement, optical phantom inaccuracies, ambient noise variations, topography of sample, and relative 

camera angle to sample.  

 Projection boundary effects need to be considered when imaging with any finite projection area. A large 

projected area relative to sample region causes edge effects to be irrelevant, however when imaging an area of 
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interest close to the size of the projection, values near the border will inherently carry error. This error is described 

as a reduction in diffuse reflected light due to projected light scattering out from the projection region. Points central 

to the projection maintain diffuse reflected light values by both losing to and gaining from light in surrounding 

areas. Error from projection boundaries is heavily affected by absorption and scattering regime of sample. Values 

within 2cm from the projection edge may be subject to error in reflectance of >1% depending on optical properties 

of tissue.14 

 Binning is a common practice to reduce pixel noise by averaging adjacent pixel values into a single pixel. 

Careful use of binning in raw data is required for SFDI due to the necessity of several sampling points within a 

spatial frequency oscillation. An equation to calculate percentage error for AC reflectance values is presented in Eq. 

4.  Where x is number of pixels per bin, N is number of pixels in one-dimension, l is the corresponding projection 

length in millimeters, and f is the spatial frequency of the AC signal.14 

  (4) 

 Height adjustment is critical to maintaining calibrated intensity values and a focused camera image. When 

calibrating with a phantom data set, inconsistent distances from camera head to sample may alter pixel intensity 

values relative to the calibration measurement. This varied intensity would then propagate to error within the diffuse 

reflectance estimate during data analysis. An equation for relative percent error in optical properties is shown in Eq. 

5, where r is the camera aperture radius in cm, is height of camera from sample, and x is deviation in height from 

focus. In low scattering and high absorption regimes the error due to height variation is reduced. However, even a 

small change of 1mm may result in 2-5% error for optical properties, therefore careful consideration and control 

should be done to ensure accurate height adjustment.14 

 (5) 

𝛿𝑅𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 209 (
𝑓𝑙𝑥

𝑁
)
2.113

 

𝛿𝑅𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = −
200𝑟

ℎ2

cos(
𝑟
ℎ
)

√1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠2 (
𝑟
ℎ
)

𝑥 
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 Spatial frequency projection accuracy is vital to data collection especially when using a single spatial 

frequency. In the case of a single spatial frequency with a planar image error within the projection pattern is linearly 

proportional to relative error in absorption and scattering coefficients. For example, an error of 10% in the projected 

pattern would result in a proportional 10% error in estimated optical properties. Surface geometry may impact 

projection accuracy due to warping of pattern and therefore must be accounted for. Profilometry is often used to 

account for sample topography by using pre-defined modifiers based on height difference from focused height.  

 Many errors arise when working with real data collection. One benefit of SFDI in mitigating error is the use 

of calibration with a known optical phantom to remove hardware effects, ambient lighting, and height deviation 

from diffuse reflectance values. There are many potential effects on data acquisition and analysis both in the real and 

simulated domain. Even through these potential error sources, many uses of SFDI have been found and validated. 

These findings will be presented below.  

SFDI Applications 

SFDI techniques have been used widely since the early 2010’s to quantify biologically relevant 

chromophores in a variety of potential applications. Quantifying burn healing response has been studied using SFDI 

multiple times in tissue models.2,3 In both referenced articles they concluded a potential use for the quantified 

scattering coefficient values as an indication for tissue damage and structural change (Fig. 10). Another widely 

studied use for SFDI is the quantification of perfusion metrics for vascular assessment.4,5 Those publications rely on 

estimated absorption coefficients to determine hemoglobin concentrations and from those concentrations, regional 

oxygen saturation. (Fig. 11) SFDI is recommended by the authors for extremity perfusion quantification in each 

case. Further development and improvement of the technique is also recommended to increase sensitivity and 

specificity in targeted tissues. An open source inexpensive platform (OpenSFDI) of this technique has been made 

available with complete instructions online to encourage further research in this field.19 In the coming chapters we 

will analyze two additional applications of SFDI: microneedle tissue response and diabetic neuropathy perfusion 

testing.  
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Figure 10: Representative images of the reduced scattering coefficient for the three burn categories at hour 1 and 

hour 72. Adapted from Ref. 2. 

 

Figure 11: Example case of perfusion sensitivity: “A) Exposed vasculature of control and ischemic murine 

hindlimbs from one of n = 9 mice 28 days post-ligation. Suture (right) is placed right below the iliac arteries 

between the femoral nerve and vein. B) Example of ROI selection using custom MATLAB script on SFDI image.” 

Adapted from Ref. 5 
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CHAPTER 2 

Perfusion Reactivity Analysis of Microneedle Treatment 

Introduction 

Needles have been used for millennia as ancient rituals or for claimed medical benefits.1 A modern 

interpretation of this practice originated as manufacturing accuracy and capabilities increased throughout the 20 th 

century. The first commercially available microneedle, as we understand today, was created in Germany in the early 

1900’s with the claim to treat acne and skin scarring.2 From this commercial inception another progression occurred, 

the inclusion of an electric motor to move the microneedle. This advancement was done by dermatologist Ernst 

Kromayer in 1905 with the claim of treating birthmarks, hyperpigmentation, and scarring. Jumping forward to 

1990’s a new focus for microneedles was found, inducing collagen production cosmetically to reduce wrinkling of 

age.3 

Today microneedles are being used for many different applications depending on microneedle structure 

such as hollow needles, needle geometry, needle material (such as dissolvable, drug loaded, etc.) and needle length 

(Fig. 12). 
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 Figure 12: Microneedle application methods for drug delivery. Adapted from Ref. 5. 

Many dermatological uses for microneedles rely on the simple mechanism of the microneedles piercing the 

skin causing reconstruction cycles within the tissue to repair the region or increasing medication penetration into 

skin.3 Since 2000, many commercial and research microneedling instruments have been developed.  Dermaroller, 

derma-stamp, dermapen, Radiofrequency microneedle devices, drug delivery, dissolvable, and light emitting 

microneedles are all examples of varied techniques on the same technological basis of microneedles.4,5,6 The 

penetration of microneedles range between 0.2mm-3.5mm depending on their intended use. For example, Beauty 

Mouse® for home use has 400 needles each of approximately 0.2mm in length on a rolling surface.7 Radiofrequency 

microneedle devices can be up to 3.5mm to allow for specific dermis layer targeting of treatment.4 
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When constructed with hollow needles, microneedles can extract interstitial fluid (ISF).8,9 ISF can be a 

source of important biomarkers relevant to disease and health states. Currently one of the easiest methods of 

extracting ISF is creating a vacuum blister on the skin then extracting fluid from the created blister. Microneedles 

can also be used to extract this ISF over time, in some cases requiring overnight application into tissue to collect 

ISF. Inversely microneedle patches for medication delivery are being tested for a minimally invasive method of 

introducing drugs or vaccines through diffusion inside of dermal tissue as opposed to an injection into muscle tissue. 

With all these valuable medical and cosmetic uses of microneedle arrays, methods of action have yet to be 

fully elucidated. The widely accepted mechanism of microneedle treatment is the creation of microinjuries in 

superficial capillaries which trigger cells to release signaling molecules (ex. Bradykinins and histamine). These 

signaling molecules affect DNA expression in neighboring cell’s DNA to increase expression of growth factors 

thereby healing and restructuring the region.3 This bleeding causes a tissue healing cascade activating proteins and 

growth factors. Often scar tissue, when treated with microneedles, revascularizes and begins creation of a new 

intercellular matrix. 4 We believe the use of SFDI to quantify hemoglobin changes in a region of microneedle 

treatment can be a valuable tool to better understand the physiological response from microneedle treatment and 

pressure application. Pressure application has been well documented to activate physiologic response to repair 

tissue.3 Two such responses are post occlusive reactive hyperemia (PORH) and pressure induced vasodilation (PIV) 

which may play a large role in observed physiologic mechanisms. PORH describes the initial peak and period of 

sustained hemoglobin concentration following occlusion release. (Fig 13) PIV is a protective cutaneous response 

that aids in vascular homeostasis during low pressure application (Fig 14). 
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Figure 13: Example of reactive hyperemia, (Left) baseline blood flow, (Right) blood flow action following 

arterial occlusion release. Adapted from Ref. 10 
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Figure 14: Perfusion curves during loading with increasing pressure in subjects with and without pressure-

induced vasodilation. Adapted from Ref. 10 

We sought to better understand the short-term physiologic response to microneedle application and 

quantify the response using Spatial Frequency Domain Imaging (SFDI). In the coming pages we will discuss 

relevant anatomy, experimental methodology, physiologic response to pressure, and SFDI quantified results from 

microneedle testing response. 

  

Microneedle Relevant Anatomy & Physiology 

To better understand the anatomical system and results, it is key to put known variables into context. As 

previously stated, microneedles can range in length from 0.2-3.5mm which drastically changes the targeted region of 

treatment. Dermis penetration has been identified as a depth to begin the repair of scar tissue. Even micro-needling 

of superficial wounds activates inflammatory mechanisms to aid in epithelial migration.3 In this section we will 
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describe with available quantitative detail layers of the skin and physiological response to perturbation such as 

microneedle wounds. All following anatomical statements are generalities which may vary dependent on the person, 

medical conditions, region of the body, and more.  

Epidermis 

The epidermis is often subdivided into 4 primary regions from superficial to proximal: Stratum Corneum, Stratum 

Granulosum, Stratum Spinosum, and Stratum Germinativum. Each layer is differentiated by varied cell types 

attributing to each layer’s function. Epidermal tissue can range from 0.05-0.6mm thick depending on the region of 

the body and other factors such as disease state. For example, the thickness of the epidermis in the eyelid being 

roughly 0.1mm thick in comparison to the heel of the foot up to 0.6mm11. 

Cornified Layer (Stratum Corneum) is composed of corneocytes known as horny cells used as mechanical 

protection for the deeper layers of the epidermis. The horny cells are rich in protein, low in lipid content, and are 

considered dead due to loss of nuclei. These dead cells stack give a barrier for water penetration and are fully shed 

and replaced approximately every 30 days. This layer as seen in figure 15 is the smooth in appearance top layer of 

the epidermis.  

Granular Layer (Stratum Granulosum) contains living cells containing keratohyalin granules and are 

responsible for protein synthesis for keratinization. The thickness of this layer ranges from 1-3 cells thick up to 10 

times as thick depending on the region of the body the skin is found. Horny cells are created in this region as cells 

from the granular layer proliferate, they undergo dissolution of cellular organelles to create the dead horny cells of 

the stratum corneum. This layer can be seen in figure 15 as what appears to be the interface between the stratum 

corneum and the below cellular region.  

Squamous Cell Layer (Stratum Spinosum) has a variety of cell types with different properties and cellular 

structure depending on location. This layer often is between 5-10 cells thick and is an active region for chemical 

signaling and enzymatic action. The method of enzymatic action is lamellar granules found within the spinous cells 

that make up this layer. These lamellar granules serve additionally, to deliver precursors for stratum corneum lipids 

to the intercellular space. This layer in figure 15 is identified as the largest section of the epidermis as shown.  
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Basal Layer (Stratum Basale) consists of a single layer of columnar keratinocytes perpendicular to the 

dermis. These cells often have elongated nuclei and contain melanin pigment from adjacent melanocytes. Cell 

proliferation occurs in this layer within clonogenic stem cells to repair and maintain the more superficial layers of 

the epidermis. Upper blood net capillaries supply blood to this base layer of the epidermis. Finally, the basal layer 

bonds with the dermis due to intertwining collagen fibers making up the basement membrane. The basement 

membrane interfaces between the epidermis and dermis allowing fluid and cells through its porous surface.  

Dermis 

The dermis tissue is composed largely of several biological elements of vasculature, nerves, musculature, 

secretory cells, and connective tissues. Approximately 70% of skin’s dry weight is due to collagen specifically type 

1 collagen. Macrophages, mast cells, and other blood born cells enter dermal tissue in response to stimuli. 

Depending on external stimuli; flow regulation, secretions, and cell replication are all properties maintained in 

homeostasis by interaction with the epidermis. This region of the skin ranges from 1-4 millimeters.  

Vasculature (subpapillary & superficial plexus) can be found in 2 regions; the superficial plexus is 

superficial within the dermis close to the basement membrane-dermis junction. In comparison, the subpapillary 

vasculature can be found intertwined with the subcutaneous fat layer at the proximal edge of the dermal tissue. 

These 2 regions create the “upper/lower blood net” supply for the dermis tissue differentiating these regions often is 

of interest for quantifying tissue hemoglobin concentrations. Of note, the subpapillary plexus has notably larger 

vasculature in comparison to the superficial plexus. These vascular regions can be seen in figure 15 in the bottom 

right corner labeled “Dermal vasculature” where Deep plexus is equivalent to subpapillary. 

 Muscle Tissue is found as a component in the vasculature within the dermis across all areas of the body 

but also acts to control hair follicle movement. Skin specialized smooth muscle called glomus bodies can be found 

regulating body temperature and blood flow within the peripheral appendages, such as fingers or soles of feet. Skin 

on the face however has voluntary muscle allowing for facial expressions. An example of this tissue can be seen in 

figure 1 labeled “Arrector pili muscle”. 

Nervous Tissue is found primarily in neurovascular bundles within the dermis. This allows direct supply 

for the nerves within the subpapillary and superficial plexus. Meissner corpuscles within the dermis help mediate 
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touch sensation within the palm and fingers of the hand and base of the foot.  Otherwise, other sensation such as 

pain, temperature, and itch, are transferred from the periphery to the central nervous system by unmyelinated nerve 

fibers around hair follicles, and the papillary dermis.  

Mast Cells are secretory cells distributed in connective tissues such as the abundant collagen. They are 

present largely in the papillary dermis and subcutaneous fat below the dermal tissue. Mast cells express histamine, 

leukotrienes, prostanoids, proteases, cytokines, and chemokines to surrounding tissue and vasculature. These 

molecules have a key role in the inflammatory response and are directly tied to allergies, arthritis, and many other 

diseases.  

Subcutaneous Fat 

Being the deepest layer of the skin, the fat provides structure for underlying tissues while storing energy as 

fat cells. Much like the previous layers, function relies on location for subcutaneous fat such as acting as thermal and 

trauma insulation for vasculature and bone tissues. Subcutaneous fat is widely considered the thickest layer of skin 

while having the lowest absorption and scattering coefficient. The yellow proximal region of figure 1 is the 

subcutaneous fat region.  

 

Figure 15: Skin anatomy cross-section: Adapted from Ref. 13 “Cross-Section of Skin and Panniculus” 
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Methods 

Procedure 

 To prepare for data collection the Reflect RS system is calibrated using a phantom with known optical 

properties. During calibration and data collection all lights in the room were turned off to reduce ambient light noise. 

Height correction error was mitigated by focusing the SFDI system where the blank plate and microneedle would be 

placed on the skin. The testing region was indicated by using a permanent marker to create a square outline on the 

skin. (Fig. 16) These pre-acquisition steps aided in mitigating potential error in final chromophore values. 

 

Figure 16: Example SFDI camera view of data collection for microneedle testing. The black square indicating the 

border of the metal plate where pressure is applied.  

Each data collection ran for 10 minutes with an initial pre-treatment data collection to acquire a baseline 

value of the selected region. Upon completion of pre-treatment data, the blank plate is pressed into the back of the 

hand for 1 minute at a constant pressure of 0.5kg/cm2 measured by a calibrated pressure Arduino placed onto the 

plate. Following this minute of pressure, the blank plate is removed, and a dataset is immediately collected. Then 
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each minute following additional datasets were collected up to ten minutes. (Fig 17) This time set gives changes 

over time to quantify pressure effects on the skin. 

 

Figure 17: Microneedle procedure steps; Control value data collection followed by application and release of 

pressure. After release of pressure data is collected every minute for 10 minutes.  

 With the blank plate pressure series completed we investigated the effect of microneedle application 

alongside pressure under the same conditions at the same location. To ensure homeostasis in the testing region, a 

period of 30 minutes was given between blank plate testing and microneedle array application. A control value was 

collected followed by constant pressure of 0.5kg/cm2 applied to the microneedle array on the back of the hand. Time 

series data was taken from the dorsum of the hand immediately upon pressure release and every minute thereafter. 

For volunteer safety microneedles were cleaned with heated acetic acid (normality of 17.4) between volunteer usage 

to remove biological tissues.  

Materials 

 Microneedle Arrays used during testing were 1 cm2 metal base plates with 400 μm tall microneedles 

pyramidal in shape with a square base 120 μm in width. This array was manufactured by the MicroInstruments & 

Systems Laboratory at the University of Maine. Additionally, blank metal plates of the same size were supplied for 

comparison with microneedle plates effect in the skin.  Example blank plate and microneedle arrays are shown 

below. (Fig 18) 
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Figure 18: 1cm2 blank and microneedle plates used in testing. Top plates are less used, bottom plate examples after 

many uses.  

 Pressure Arduino was used during testing to maintain constant pressure on the skin. External force 

applied to the sensor varies internal resistance allowing for calibration based on resistance readout to Arduino 

software. (Fig 19) The accepted range of pressure from manufacturer specifications was 0.1-10kg. The calibration 

range for this Arduino with a 0.99 r2 fit value was 0.25-1.25kg/cm^2. The pressure Arduino configuration used is 

shown below. (Fig 20)_ 
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Figure 19: Calibration curve for pressure Arduino using multiple tested masses  

 

Figure 20: Pressure sensitive Arduino configuration with breadboard  
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 Reflect RS is a commercial spatial frequency domain imaging technology, manufactured by Modulim, that 

uses visible and near infrared light to estimate pixel absorption and scattering coefficients and further extract 

regional chromophore concentrations. In this study we collected data using 2 spatial frequencies (0 and 0.1/mm) at 

the following wavelengths 659, 691, 731, 851nm. Each data collection time point took approximately 40 seconds to 

complete.  

Results 

  The SFDI Reflect RS system was used for imaging the back of the hand in 2 volunteers, at 4 locations. For 

each participant 8 total time trial data sets were collected, 4 blank plate and 4 microneedle sets. Regional 

hemoglobin oxygen saturation and total hemoglobin values were found by custom MATLAB analysis code of the 

SFDI data. Both values are calculated using the equations shown below (Eq 6,7) where HbO2 is oxy-hemoglobin 

and HHb is deoxy-hemoglobin concentration output from MATLAB analysis. These values are used as 

physiological markers to characterize perfusion changes due to microneedle application. Time plots are presented 

(Fig 21-23) showing both total hemoglobin and regional oxygen saturation change over time for both volunteers. 

 Comparing initial release for participant 1 both blank plate and microneedle array using a Z-Score test 

yields a Z score of -1.06 and a p value of 0.14. However, participant 2 release value comparison of blank plate to 

microneedle array gave a Z score of -2.45 resulting in a p value of 0.007. With mixed statistical relevancy further 

data collection is required. All error bars presented are a standard deviation within the data set. No other time points 

from the presented data had a statistically significant p value. 

 Finally, total hemoglobin values are similar for both blank plate and microneedle testing. However, both 

sets of data to indicate an elevated total hemoglobin response relative to control values. The values presented below 

for total hemoglobin change are averaged values for both participants across all similar data sets. Similarly with 

regional oxygenation an initial peak can be observed post release increasing total hemoglobin by up to 10%.  
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Figure 21: Averaged relative to control oxygen saturation in tested region of interest (15x15 pixels) 

 

Figure 22: All averaged trial data for participant 1 
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Figure 23: Total percent hemoglobin concentration (HbO2+HHb) change averaged for all participants relative to 

control 

Discussion 

  From the presented results two key points may be observed; regional perfusion increases following 

pressure application and microneedle application increase of regional oxygenation. Regional oxygenation increases 

due to microneedle in comparison to blank plate can be observed in figure 21. Both participant 1 and participant 2 

see a raised initial peak and a higher sustained average oxygenation in the test region when microneedles are 

applied. Total hemoglobin change due to pressure effects can be discerned from figure 23 where both microneedle 

and blank plate trials result in roughly the same elevation of perfusion. Total hemoglobin is calculated for the above 

graph by summing estimated oxy/de-oxyhemoglobin values for each time point relative to control values. (Eq. 6) 

 (6) 

𝐻𝑏𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐻𝑏𝑂2 + 𝐻𝐻𝑏 
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   (7) 

In this research we better understand the physiologic impact of pressure and microneedle penetration of the 

skin. These results are small scale and further testing is needed with larger sample populations and different regions 

of skin. There are several mechanisms that may describe the presented results: Post-Occlusive Reactive Hyperemia 

(PORH), Pressure-Induced Vasodilation (PIV), and oxygen diffusion through the microneedle site.12 Time points 

within the data after pressure application may be positively affected by PIV. Directed pressure on the experimental 

region may elicit PORH due to occlusion of vasculature and consequent blanching.  

 Microneedling is a growing industry but in many ways lacks quantitative studies of physiologic changes. 

Further research is recommended to study varied pressure application, spatial frequency variation for depth 

sensitivity, sequential microneedle treatments, disease states, and different regions of tissue. These tests would 

elucidate the effects of pressure induced vasodilation, perfusion changes in the upper and lower blood net, and 

extended microneedle changes.  

Blank Plate StO2 Averages 

(Participant #1) 

Microneedle StO2 Averages 

(Participant #1) 

Blank Plate StO2 Averages 

(Participant #2) 

Microneedle StO2 Averages 

(Participant #2) 

0 0 0 0 

9.15% 15.77% 20.00% 51.43% 

2.98% 13.92% 9.23% 18.05% 

2.17% 6.11% -0.76% 23.33% 

2.26% 6.21% 3.43% 10.26% 

0.68% 7.67% 8.25% 15.47% 

0.14% 3.98% 9.68% 25.70% 

1.85% 6.95% 7.84% 24.72% 

0.23% 6.39% 7.23% 34.85% 

0.43% 2.50% 9.52% 18.43% 

-1.03% -0.52% 5.61% 32.39% 

-0.47% 3.72% 4.33% 29.93% 

Table 1: Average StO2 changes by participant 

𝑆𝑡𝑂2 =
𝐻𝑏𝑂2

𝐻𝑏𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
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Total Hb Changes from Control Blank Plate Total Hb Change from Control Microneedle 

0% 0% 

9.30% 8.54% 

5.57% 6.44% 

4.07% 4.29% 

4.02% 3.03% 

3.87% 3.66% 

4.55% 2.86% 

5.37% 3.33% 

2.75% 4.62% 

4.15% 1.76% 

4.85% 4.06% 

4.04% 4.05% 

Table 2: Total hemoglobin concentration change 
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Abstract 

Objective: 

Prevention and treatment of neuropathy requires early, safe, and quantifiable techniques for medical intervention. In 

this pilot study, we examine the feasibility of spatial frequency domain imaging (SFDI) as a quantitative tool for 

plantar neuropathy risk stratification. 

Method: 

A small-scale pilot study was conducted with participants from four categorized demographics: healthy-young (20-48 

yrs), healthy-old (50-65+ yrs), diabetic (59-67 yrs), and neuropathy (56-71 yrs). Each participant went through the 

same postural series (prone, elevated, reclined) while spatial frequency domain images (SFDI) of the plantar region 

of the foot were acquired. The images were then analyzed to estimate regional perfusion metrics including StO2 and 

papillary/reticular hemoglobin concentration of the 3rd metatarsal head and median values of the foot including heel. 

Results: 

In all participants, elevation of the foot resulted in decreased hemoglobin perfusion in both the papillary and 

reticular dermis layers. Neuropathy participants were found to have higher total plantar hemoglobin in all positions 

relative to other participant classes. These participants also had higher variance in their hemoglobin concentrations 

relative to healthy subjects.  

Conclusion: 

The postural regulation of perfusion appears correlated with disease progression and showed a potential application 

of SFDI as a noninvasive, rapid, and quantitative test. Participant group data indicates further investigation into 

postural perfusion is recommended for earlier detection of disease and as a qualitative healing metric. 
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Introduction 

In 2019, the global prevalence of diabetes was 9.3% and current predictions estimate that by 2030 diabetes 

will impact 10.2% of the population with an alarming increase in prevalence in children, teens, and young adults.1,2 

Nearly 50% of all diabetic patients experience neuropathy with associated complications including: 1) abnormal 

sensations (paresthesia, allodynia, hyperalgesia, and spontaneous pains), 2) amputations, 3) bone damage and 4) 

microvascular dysfunction.3,4,5  Peripheral arterial disease (PAD), is common in diabetic disease progression leading 

to decreased vascular function.6 Chronic vascular damage often leads to ulcer formation and further necrosis on the 

plantar surface of the foot in high pressure regions such as the 1st, 3rd, 5th metatarsal heads and the heel.7 Degradation 

of plantar tissue causes up to 25% of diabetic ulcer patients requiring some form of amputation.8,9,10  

Diabetic neuropathy and ulcer formation are complex with many physiologic mechanisms under 

investigation.11 Chronic hyperglycemia induces tissue damage through metabolic and oxidative stress such as polyol 

pathway, advanced glycation end products and protein kinase C activation.12 Common vascular complications of 

diabetes progression include capillary steal syndrome, atherosclerosis, blood pooling and related ulcer 

formation.13,14 Impaired metabolic and vascular function increases the propensity of ulcer formation via damage to 

peripheral C-fibre nerves due to inflammatory stress, ischemia, vascular insufficiency, and other factors.5,15,16,17 

Tissue damage as outlined above perpetuates risk for infection following ulcer formation leading to negative 

outcomes. 

Early detection of ulcer formation and noninvasive quantification of disease progression is key to 

successful clinical intervention.4,17,18 The gold standards of neuropathy risk stratification are nerve conduction 

velocity tests and tissue biopsy for epidermal nerve fiber density. Other widely used diagnostic techniques are 

monofilament testing, tuning fork, temperature perception, reflex testing, and ocular nerve counting.9,19,20 

Microcirculatory response to external stimuli such as pressure, occlusion, and temperature, is often muted in diabetic 

neuropathy patients resulting in reduced healing.4 Nervous tissue degradation is irreversible necessitating a call for 

earlier detection to improve opportunities to employ preventative strategies. 16,21,22 Recently, diffuse optical imaging 

has been used for low cost, non-invasive quantitative investigation of perfusion metrics associated with diabetes and 

diabetic neuropathy.23,24 
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Existing optical techniques include laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF), laser speckle contrast imaging (LSCI), 

hyperspectral imaging, diffuse optical spectroscopy imaging (DOSI) and spatial frequency domain imaging 

(SFDI).25,26,27,28,29,30 Both LDF and LSCI provide regional blood flow measurements to correlate with tissue 

perfusion. Hyperspectral imaging utilizes a continuous band of wavelengths for spectral analysis, comparatively 

SFDI is a wide-field, non-contact technique projecting discrete wavelengths with spatial frequency patterns onto 

tissue allowing for separation of optical properties. The decoupling of optical absorption from scattering enables the 

use of Beer-Lambert Law to extract chromophores at varied depths from projected wavelengths such as 

oxy/deoxyhemoglobin, lipids, and water content.31,32 Clinical applications of SFDI include: 1) burn assessment33,34, 

2) mapping skin cancer35, 3) assessing tissue perfusion in diabetics9 4) vascular assessment36, and 5) surgical 

guidance.37 Previously SFDI imaging studies correlated the oxygen saturation in the papillary and reticular 

hemoglobin content with healing rates in diabetic ulcers.9 Further investigation into perfusion mechanics in diabetic 

and neuropathic disease may allow earlier detection of disease progression. 

In this pilot study, we use SFDI to spatially quantify perfusion dynamics of the foot in three postural 

conditions (supine, elevated limb, reclining) to explore altered tissue perfusion unique to diabetes and neuropathy. 

Common plantar regions of the foot for ulcer formation include the 1st, 3rd, 5th metatarsal heads and heel. The 3rd 

metatarsal head and whole foot median values are presented to reduce potential optical edge effects. A quantified 

difference in perfusion related to position was expected with both median foot values and the 3rd metatarsal head 

region.  We hypothesize quantifying perfusion response of the planar region under various postural conditions may 

allow for earlier detection of neuropathic damage through early detection of vascular insufficiencies. 
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Methods 

This clinical pilot study was approved by the institutional review board of The University of Maine. 

Regional oxygen saturation (StO2), superficial papillary plexus microvasculature (HbT1), and reticular deep plexus 

(HbT2) values are reported for 19 total participants, 8 young-healthy, 4 old-healthy, 4 diabetics, and 3 neuropathy 

patients.  Study participants were grouped into Young (< 50) and Old (50≥) years old and were further classified as 

healthy, diabetic, or neuropathic patients based on self-reported questionnaire of previous physician diagnosis. All 

diabetic and neuropathic participants were above 50 years old. An equal distribution of sex was accomplished 

among all participant groups. One foot of each participant was selected for imaging using the following criteria: 

does not have calluses within the third metatarsal head region, no prior ulcer formation, and no discoloration of the 

foot. All study participants had not vigorously exercised within 30 minutes prior to beginning the study. The soles of 

participants’ feet were imaged using Clarifi®, a commercial SFDI device manufactured by Modulim. SFDI relies on 

optical scattering and absorption of tissue content at several wavelengths with a varied frequency to estimate 

chromophore concentration.31 The Clarifi® spatially projects sequential wavelengths and captures images of 

patterned and planar light (five visible and near infrared wavelengths, [470-850 nm]). The Clarifi® system processes 

the images to provide spatial maps of tissue perfusion of the dermis and epidermis to a thickness of 5mm enabling 

quantification of the dermal layers.19,38,39 

Prior to each study participant trial, the Clarifi® was calibrated as recommended by the manufacturer. The 

calibration sequence was performed with all the lights off in the room and the instrument response was verified 

using a calibration phantom with known optical properties. The study participant observed the calibration process as 

part of the study onboarding. Once the system was calibrated, the participants removed their socks and laid supine 

on a medical exam table with the lights turned off. After 10 minutes of laying supine optical data was collected and 

leg position elevated 20 degrees relative to heart, following 10 minutes of foot elevation the foot was lowered 

‘reclined’ 20 degrees below heart level.  (Fig. 24) SFDI images were acquired in 5-minute intervals in each of the 

positional maneuvers. To maximize accuracy, the distance calibration point was focused on the mid pad (roughly 3rd 

metatarsal head) of the foot for all data. An overview of testing is provided below (Fig. 24) indicating postural 

changes and data labelling. Each position was held for a total of 10 minutes with the intent of achieving homeostasis 

during which data sets were acquired every 5 minutes as an adjunct for short term physiologic response. At each 5- 

and 10-minute interval a 10 second SFDI imaging sequence was acquired to calculate tissue perfusion metrics 
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(StO2, HbT1, HbT2). During each data collection the mid pad of the foot’s temperature was collected with a 

commercial wireless thermometer (Range: 34-40C°, ±0.1). The temperature of the testing environment was variable 

(23 C°± 4). Several tests were done to isolate the most statistically relevant data with an alpha of 0.05, 2 tailed 

heteroscedastic T Tests, ANOVA single factor, and Mann Whitney U critical value test. ANOVA single factor and 

Mann Whitney U tests were utilized to handle small sample size data. All data points that are statistically significant 

(passed all three previously mentioned tests) with respect to one another in figures will be indicated as * for p<0.05. 

 

Figure 24: Participant positions during data collection with overview and data labels.  A) Supine with foot 

approximating heart height, B) Elevated pad of the foot at approximately 20-degrees relative to the table, C) 

Reclined foot with table back elevated approximately 20-degree angle relative to leg.  

 

 

Results 

The total hemoglobin (tHb) in the elevated position was consistently reduced in all groups where tHb is the 

sum of HbT1 and HbT2. (Fig. 25 A) In all groups, the reduction in tHb was often due to the lower blood net as 

indicated by the average decrease in the HbT2/HbT1 ratio when the participants’ feet were elevated. (Fig. 25 B) All 

participants experienced approximately a 50% reduction in the median HbT1 and HbT2 during the transition from 

supine to elevated foot position. When reclined a return to the 10-minute supine control value is seen across all 

groups and in several instances an increase of blood relative to control. Large standard deviation within participant 
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groups indicates the natural variation of tissue within participant groups. Healthy and young participants had the 

smallest perturbation of hemoglobin from control due to elevation of the foot amongst all groups (Fig. 25 C, D, 

Table 3).  

Figure 25: Average change in median foot perfusion metrics relative to supine control values. 
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Region of Interest Metric Foot Position (10Min) Healthy-Young Healthy-Old Diabetic Neuropathy 

3rd Metatarsal 

StO2 

Elevated +5±15% +10±28% -8±13% +2±7% 

Reclined -3±19% -8±8% -8±12% -10±8% 

HbT1 

Elevated -8±4 -11±4 -11±11 -9±16 

Reclined +1±10 0±3 +1±8 +6±11 

HbT2 

Elevated -10±23 -15±15 -19±25 -35±30 

Reclined +11±22 -6±13 +14±11 -6±21 

Median Values 

 Whole Foot 

StO2 

Elevated +5±12% -3±24% -6±9% -2±10% 

Reclined +1±13% -10±9% -8±6% -10±8% 

HbT1 

Elevated -6±4 -10±2 -8±7 -12±10 

Reclined -2±4 +1±1 +2±4 0±8 

HbT2 

Elevated -13±15 -17±14 -20±26 -30±16 

Reclined +8±12 -1±8 +5±5 0±10 

HbT2/Hb

T1 Ratio 

Elevated -0.28±0.29 -0.37±0.17 -0.41±0.57 -0.41±0.30 

Reclined +0.30±0.42 -0.01±0.20 +0.14±0.05 +0.02±0.20 

Table 3: Difference in metrics from control dependent on participant position, values are mean of patient group. 

Table 4 shows characteristics of various group subjects in addition to overall averages throughout the experimental 

procedure. All data is shown as mean±standard deviation. On average, neuropathy participants had much higher 

HbT2 (deep blood net hemoglobin), in both 3rd metatarsal values and median of whole foot values, relative to other 

participants groups. Inversely, healthy-old participants had the lowest HbT2 averages throughout in both metrics, 
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however with large variability in data. HbT2/HbT1 ratio on average was higher in neuropathy participants and 

reduced in healthy-old participants. 

 

Figure 26: Hemoglobin metrics of all participant groups and positions A) Average total hemoglobin (tHb) for 10-

minute positional values by participant groups. B) Ratio of microcirculation hemoglobin to superficial hemoglobin 

of the whole foot for 10-minute positional values by participant groups.  
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 Metric Healthy-Young Healthy-Old Diabetic Neuropathy 

Participant 

Information 

Number 8 4 4 3 

Age (years) 30.25±11.6 58.25±6.4 63±3.37 63.3±7.5 

Sex M/F 4/4 2/2 2/2 1/2 

3rd Metatarsal 

Values 

StO2 73%±27% 50%±32% 66%±28% 81%±10% 

HbT1 34±10 34±3.7 31±14 38±7.8 

HbT2 30±31 15±19 29±26 65±20* 

Median Foot 

Values 

StO2 75%±22% 57%±24% 70%±21% 79%±12% 

HbT1 29±8 31±5 27±8 35±5 

HbT2 29±28 20±23 27±20 53±14** 

HbT2/HbT1 Ratio 0.91±0.82 0.58±0.66 0.9±0.46 1.48±0.28** 

Table 4: Data overview of participant characteristics and results, values are overall mean±SD, bolded values are 

considered outliers. * p<0.05 relative to healthy-young, ** p<0.05 relative to healthy-old 

Table 5 shows Pearson correlation coefficient values for experimental groups in altered positions with comparison 

values taken from 10-minute Supine. Pearson correlations were indicative of predictability of perfusion metrics in 

altered states such that a high value (0.5-1) indicates high predictability, medium values (0.3-0.49) indicate medium 

correlation, and low values (0-0.29) indicating low correlation. Negative correlation coefficients such as within the 

Neuropathy group represent an inverse relationship of resultant position values to supine control. Statistical 

relevancy of Pearson correlation coefficient calculations is highly sensitive to low sample sizes. This causes many 

values in the Healthy-Old, Diabetic, and Neuropathy groups to not be statistically relevant. Of note, Neuropathy is 

the only group with negative correlations throughout the experiment occurring during elevation of the foot. 

Additionally, high correlation is common in Healthy-Old, Diabetic, and Neuropathy groups in the reclined position 

with diminished correlation for elevated values. 
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Region of Interest Metric Foot Position (10Min) Healthy-Young Healthy-Old Diabetic Neuropathy 

3rd Metatarsal 

StO2 

Elevated 0.905* 0.708 0.876 0.908 

Reclined 0.814* 0.985* 0.959* 0.960 

HbT1 

Elevated 0.906* 0.859 0.729 -0.939 

Reclined 0.486 0.885 0.869 -0.516 

HbT2 

Elevated 0.664 0.969* 0.509 -0.452 

Reclined 0.850* 0.999* 0.931 0.674 

Median Values of 

Whole Foot 

StO2 

Elevated 0.952* 0.658 0.879 0.986 

Reclined 0.932* 0.942 0.984* 0.962 

HbT1 

Elevated 0.876* 0.848 0.819 -0.923 

Reclined 0.901* 0.966* 0.930 0.015 

HbT2 

Elevated 0.884* 0.989* 0.603 -0.028 

Reclined 0.927* 0.998* 0.995* 0.991 

HbT2/Hb

T1 Ratio 

Elevated 0.954* 0.990* 0.133 0.617 

Reclined 0.892* 0.998* 0.998* 0.863 

 

Table 5: Overview of Pearson correlation coefficients comparing group supine values to elevated foot and 

reclined position values. Bolded values are considered notable, * p<0.05 
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Discussion 

In this pilot study, we demonstrated a potential medical application of SFDI to detect deviations in 

hemoglobin dynamics in response to alterations in positional dynamics within participants groups. The study 

methodology is structured for clinical replication using hospital beds, or stretchers, and the Clarifi® mobile SFDI 

system. To our knowledge, pre-ulcer SFDI data with varying position comparing healthy participant groups to 

disease status has yet to be completed. Large scale clinical testing may elucidate SFDI as a relevant tool for 

peripheral neuropathy detection for its ability to quantify superficial perfusion. Foot perfusion metrics have been 

proven to degrade during disease progression and ultimately lead to ulceration.10,40,41 Previous studies have 

presented SFDI methods as a valuable noninvasive tool in quantification of tissue healing and detection of planar 

foot ulceration.42 

Previous medical standards for DFU have included elevation of the foot with the intent of increased oxygen 

saturation of the region and minimizing edema. Superficial perfusion is considered key to wound healing for oxygen 

and collagen formation. Recent research has questioned the efficacy of foot elevation as a technique to increase 

perfusion quality within the plantar region of the foot.2,43,44 Data from this study may indicate further investigation 

into foot lowering rather than elevating to increase regional perfusion. (Fig. 26) There was minimal change of 

plantar StO2 to offset for reduced hemoglobin concentration during foot elevation compared to control values. All 

participant data, irrelevant of group, indicates reduced perfusion in both papillary and reticular circulation during 

elevation.  

Neuropathy participants relative to healthy-old control participants of similar age had substantial 

differences in certain perfusion metrics including significantly heightened average of HbT2 and subsequently high 

HbT2/HbT1 ratio. (Table 4) This supports the shunting hypothesis within neuropathic patients whereby a portion of 

perfusion from the foot bypasses capillaries in favor of deep vessel shunting.45 Interestingly, superficial capillaries 

contained roughly equivalent HbT1 across all groups as an indication of quality perfusion. Therefore, in neuropathy 

participants, the presented data indicates a higher volume of blood in deep capillaries may be needed for equivalent 

superficial capillary perfusion.  
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 Plantar StO2 was stable throughout the trial relative to hemoglobin quantities and position independent. 

Healthy-old participants had a low StO2 relative to other participant groups (Table 4) with an upward trend of StO2 

in diabetic and neuropathic participant values. The phenomenon of increasing StO2 with disease state may in part be 

explained by reduced capillary perfusion, instead favoring papillary shunting, causing oxygen dissociation from 

hemoglobin to be reduced.41 Healthy-old participant low StO2 values may be partially explained due to a decreased 

HbT2/HbT1 ratio, whereby less reticular hemoglobin was present relative to papillary hemoglobin.  StO2 data 

presented is supportive of previous findings showing an increase in StO2 for diabetic patients relative to healthy 

patients of same age.36,41 

Given the scope of this pilot study, data collection of in-hospital patients was unavailable instead relying on 

volunteers for participation. Due to high variation of intra-group values and sample size minimal statistical 

significance between groups could be established. The presented study is novel in presenting quantified positional 

correlated perfusion metrics utilizing SFDI. From the presented data SFDI was shown to have potential as a rapid, 

large field of view, and safe technique to quantify regional perfusion. In future iterations of this study a secondary 

StO2 monitoring device such as a pulse oximeter is recommended as a systemic reference to plantar StO2. 

Additionally, quantifying and ensuring stable blood pressure would reduce concern for potential factors outside of 

positional effects. Rapid sequential image collection has sensitivity to movement between images which may incur 

error. Careful consideration was used in this study to ask participants to minimize movements during each data 

collection.   

Conclusion 

To our knowledge this is the first study to quantify perfusion metrics across age and disease status groups 

with varying positions utilizing SFDI. Our data indicates a significant increase of reticular hemoglobin within 

neuropathic patients, a universal reduction in perfusion quality during elevation of extremity, and a trend of 

increasing plantar StO2 with disease state in older adults. Given the scale of the study statistical significance was 

difficult to ascertain as such, a clinical trial focusing on collecting a large data set of healthy and disease state 

perfusion metrics with respect to position is recommended. Additional metrics recommended for future work 

include an independent StO2 monitor on an upper extremity, temperature monitoring of the tested regions of the 

foot, larger cohort size, and scattering coefficient data to test for structural changes in regions of interest. 
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TRIALS AND TRIBULATIONS 

 Over the course of the presented thesis several impediments slowed progress and forced change in intended 

design of experiments. During evaluation of microneedle treatments (Chapter 2) our commercial SFDI system 

Reflect RS was found to have dysfunction in its 971nm wavelength LED. From our investigation it appeared the 

971nm LED had burnt out within the projection case of the system. The use of 971nm light is often key in 

associating reflected light to tissue water content. Extraction of water content was a primary goal due to the request 

of approximating interstitial fluid reaction to microneedle use from our collaborator Rosemary Smith. As such the 

microneedle data presented in this thesis could focus only on the hemoglobin content. However, the feasibility of 

SFDI to gather microneedle reactivity measurements and interstitial fluid change should still be tested if hardware is 

available for this purpose. 

 A second hardware dysfunction related to the Reflect RS occurred when the 851nm wavelength LED was 

not projecting likely due to internal damage or burning out over time. This hardware concern was found during the 

first iteration of the presented diabetic study which had originally intended on studying the effect of standing, sitting, 

and elevating feet. The effect of standing and sitting was to be observed via data collection through a high optical 

passthrough plexiglass sheet. The Acrylic sheet was procured from ROEHM of America in Sanford, Maine and the 

physical step design was created by David Crane Carpentry in Houlton, Maine. This would allow full view of the 

base of the foot while allowing normal walking pressures on the plantar region. The Reflect RS had the capability of 

imaging the foot through this surface allowing for accurate hemoglobin approximation. When the hardware issue 

was identified Modulim sent out a secondary device (Clarifi) to utilize in the interim of the Reflect RS’s repair. 

Unfortunately, the Clarifi system was unable to image through the plexiglass surface resulting in high intensity 

regions reflecting back into the camera and skewing any possible data result. Polarized filtering of the projected 

light was attempted with the goal of reducing unwanted reflected light which was unsuccessful. Overall, given the 

correct optical equipment and camera the experiment of quantifying standing, sitting, and elevated foot pressure 

through the plexiglass step is feasible and worth investigation as a clinical diagnostic tool.   
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